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Moneysworth & Best Brillo Color Sprays renew or change the color of 
leather, vinyl and plastic.

There are over 50 fashion colors to choose from. Custom colors are also 
available upon request (minimum quantity required). Brillo Color Sprays 
meet California VOC requirements.

Preparation: 
Make sure the surface being dyed is clean and dry before spraying. Use Moneysworth & 
Best’s Leather Preparer to remove all wax, grease and dirt. Glossy surfaces should be dulled 
to ensure proper adhesion of dye. Before you begin, protect your hands 
and cover surrounding work area. Tape any part of the leather you do not wish to dye 
for protection. Use in a well ventilated area, away from heat and flame. Best results 
are achieved when using at a room temperature of over 70ºF (21ºC). Do not apply at 
temperatures below 70ºF (21ºC).

Color Matching: 
Shake well for at least one minute to adequately mix color formulation. Test dye first 
on a piece of scrap material before spraying article. If the color test matches, achieve 
best results by following the directions listed below.

Directions: 
Shake well for at least one minute after the mixing beads begin to rattle. If the mixing 
beads aren’t rolling freely, turn the can upside down and tap the bottom 
of the can with the palm of your hand to free the beads. The pigments inside the can 
must be thoroughly mixed to achieve the proper color and gloss. Not adequately 
shaking can affect color-matching.

When spraying, hold the can upright and 10-12” away from article. For best results, 
maintain even pressure on the nozzle. Spray with quick and even-misting passes 
to create a thin layer of dye. When a thin, smooth, continuous film has been achieved, 
the dye will have a glare or wet look. Allow the dye to dry 5 minutes and then continue 
with additional coats as needed. Shake the can periodically between coats. 

Always clean the nozzle after spraying. Hold the aerosol can upside down and spray 
until you see a white gas (2-3 seconds). This will clear the valve and prevent dye from 
drying in the spray tip, which causes spitting.
Storage: 
To prepare the can for storage, ensure nozzle has been adequately cleaned by 
spraying upside down. Always store cans upright. Storing cans upside down can 
cause pigments to settle in the neck or valve of the can and can cause blockage. 
Never store cans where temperatures may exceed 120º F (49ºC). Cold temperatures 
will not harm the aerosol, however always let cans settle to room temperature before 
using. It is advisable not to store cans at either temperature extreme for prolonged 
periods of time.

Troubleshooting
Color doesn’t match:
• The can may not have been shaken enough. The pigments inside the can must be 
 thoroughly mixed to achieve the proper color and gloss. Shake for one minute and
 ensure mixing beads are rolling freely.
• If dying dark colored leather lighter, additional coats may be needed 
 for adequate coverage.

Color appears flat or hazy:
• Humid conditions may exist.
• The surface you are spraying may be too hot. Remove the object from direct 
 sunlight or heat; allow surface to cool and continue.

Paint surface appears speckled:
• Something is blocking spray dye flow.
• Rotate the nozzle ¼ turn and try again
• Remove and/or clean nozzle and stem using a toothpick. 
 Note: Never stick any object into the hole on top of the can.
• Soak nozzle in acetone to remove dried dye
• Can is being sprayed at an angle. Hold can upright 10-12" from object.
• Always spray the can upside down to clean the nozzle after each use.

Surface appears streaky:
• All application passes have been made in the same direction. 
 Try a varying spray pattern keeping each pass even and thin.

Dye appears saggy or has runs:
• Too much dye was applied. Apply lighter coats by increasing the speed of your hand
 motion as you spray. Hold can 10-12" from surface. After 3-4 passes, allow dye 
 to dry 5 minutes before continuing.

MONEYSWORTH & BEST Shoe Cream MONEYSWORTH & BEST Color Sprays

MONEYSWORTH & BEST Color Sprays

Moneysworth & Best Shoe Creams combine the right amount of natural oils, 
waxes, lanolin and pigments to restore moisture to leather while also providing 
a soft and natural shine. Ideal for use on men’s and women’s smooth leather 
footwear. High quality German formula. Excellent colour pigmentation. 
Pleasantly scented.

Directions: 
Remove surface dirt. Apply cream with a dauber brush or clean cloth. Let dry 
completely (cream will absorb into leather) and lightly buff to reveal shine.



MONEYSWORTH & BEST Color Sprays

002 CAMEL*

003 TAN*

004 LIGHT BROWN*

005 MEDIUM BROWN*

006 DARK BROWN*
766 DARK BROWN**

010 ROYAL BLUE*

011 LIGHT NAVY*

012 NAVY*

013 PURPLE*

014 GREY*

015 BLACK*
760 BLACK** 762 MATTE BLACK**

017 WHITE*
767 WHITE**

018 BONE*

019 PINK*

020 SCARLET*

021 BRIGHT RED*

022 MAROON*

023 SILVER*

024 GOLD*

029 FASHION BROWN*

030 SADDLE*

031 DARK GREEN*

033 CHAMPAGNE*

034 CHAMOIS*

035 ADOBE* 036 CORDOVAN*

038 BURGUNDY*040 BARK*

30501 NEUTRAL

30500 BLACK

30507 LIGHT BROWN

30509 LONDON TAN

30506 DARK BROWN

30521 MEDIUM BROWN

30515 BROWN

30512 RED MAHOGANY

30508 GREY

30503 NAVY BLUE

30522 SCARLET

30554 SANGRIA

30558 COBALT BLUE

30577 IMPERIAL BLUE

30505 COGNAC 30504 CORDOVAN

30569 TAUPE

30545 BANANA

30552 METALLIC GOLD

30525 METALLIC SILVER

30502 WHITE 

30599 DELICATE CREAM
(CLEAR)

30523 RED

30511 OLIVE GREEN

30520 CHESTNUT

30586 BONE

30510 BEIGE

30537 CHARCOAL GREY

30514 SCOTCH

30516 BURGUNDY

30519 SHERWOOD

041 SMOKED ELK*

042 RICH BROWN*

044 RUSSET*

045 CHOCOLATE*

046 MAHOGANY*

047 NATURAL*

048 DARK BONE*

049 VANILLA*

050 CHARCOAL GREY*

051 COFFEE*

053 GOLDEN BROWN*

057 SAND*

058 RED MAHOGANY*

060 LIGHT GREY*

069 TAUPE*

072 RASPBERRY*

073 SHELL PINK*

078 SAPPHIRE*

082 WINTER WHITE*

001 YELLOW*

007 GREEN*

008 AVOCADO*

016 ORANGE*

039 COGNAC*

055 MIST*

074 OTTER*315 TANGERINE*

These color charts are for reference only. The color should
be spot tested in a small inconspicuous area before use.

Moneysworth & Best is not responsible for any damage
caused to leather or improper color matching. 

MONEYSWORTH & BEST Color SpraysMONEYSWORTH & BEST Shoe Creams
* 127 g / 4.5 oz   |    ** 340 g / 12 oz50 mL   |   1.55 oz * 127 g / 4.5 oz   |    ** 340 g / 12 oz


